3rd gen 4runner engine

The Toyota 4Runner is a compact, later mid-size sport utility vehicle produced by the Japanese
manufacturer Toyota and sold throughout the world from to present. The original 4Runner was
a compact SUV and little more than a Toyota pickup truck with a fiberglass shell over the bed,
but the model has since undergone significant independent development into a cross between a
compact and a mid-size SUV. For Southeast Asia the Hilux Surf was replaced in by the similar
Fortuner , which is based on the Hilux platform. The 4Runner came in at number five in a study
by iSeeCars. The 4Runner had 3. The Trekker was one of the first prototype walk through
conversions done to Toyota trucks in the early s. They were similar to the successive 4Runner
conversions done by Toyota, which started production in , but were designed and built by
Winnebago Industries with the approval of Toyota. The Trekker was produced from early
through The Trekkers were all built on the short wheelbase Hilux chassis. Originally there were
to be a SR5 and Deluxe version of the Trekker, one with vented windows and one without. All
Trekkers had vented canopy windows. Non-vented canopy windows were not installed on the
Trekker until the model year. Unvented windows were installed due to leaking issues of a
forward facing vent on the Trekkers canopy windows rather than the equipment level. The
trucks destined for production as Trekkers were shipped to the dealership handling the national
distribution of the Trekker. From there they went to Winnebago to have the Trekker conversion
installed, returned after completion to the dealership for national distribution. Most of the
Trekker conversions sold went to the west coast of the United States. The Trekker conversion
consisted of a fiberglass tub, bed sides, a non-removable canopy and rear hatch. The kit
included a folding rear seat that could be folded forward to lay flat and add cargo space to the
back. There was no tailgate on the Trekkers. The factory Toyota vinyl cab headliner was
replaced and matched to the custom rear canopy headliner. About of the Trekkers were built
and sold in the United States. An additional unknown number of Trekker kits, likely less than ,
were shipped to Canada to be installed on Canadian trucks at the dealerships. The Hilux had
undergone a major redesign in for the model year. Changes included the removal of the panel
with integrated rear window from behind the front seats, the addition of rear seats, and a
removable fiberglass canopy. The implementation was borrowed from both the second
generation Ford Bronco , and the Chevrolet K5 Blazer , both short-bed trucks with removable
fiberglass shells over the rear sections and having bench seats installed in the back. In that
sense, all three vehicles were more than simply conventional pickup trucks with a fiberglass
shell included. Thus, the first generation is nearly mechanically identical to the Toyota Hilux. All
first generation 4Runners had two doors and were indistinguishable from the pickups from the
dashboard forward. Nearly all changes were to the latter half of the body; in fact, because the
rear springs were not upgraded to bear the additional weight from the rear seats and fiberglass
top, these early models tended to suffer from a sagging rear suspension. For this first year
March to July production , all models were equipped with black or white fiberglass tops. An SR5
trim package was offered that upgraded the interior: additional gauges, better fabrics, and a rear
seat were standard with the package. All models were equipped with the carbureted 2.
Additionally, rear seats were available in all 4Runner trim levels, not just the more upscale SR5.
Track width was also increased by three inches. These changes made the trucks more
comfortable on-road, and improved stability and handling. The new suspension also increased
the space in the engine compartment necessary to fit larger engines, such as the V6 introduced
in but arguably decreased the truck's off-road capabilities. The North American specification
Toyota Pickup also adopted this new suspension, but the regular Hilux for other markets at this
point retained the more rugged and capable, if less refined, solid axle configuration. Tops were
color-matched on blue, red and some gold models, while other body colors were still sold with
black or white tops. A turbocharged version of the 22R-E engine the 22R-TE was also
introduced in , although this engine is significantly rarer than the base 22R-E. It appears that all
turbocharged 4Runner models sold in the US were equipped with an automatic transmission ,
though a five-speed manual could still be ordered in the turbocharged pickups. Most
turbocharged 4Runners were equipped with the SR5 package, and all turbo trucks had as
standard a heavier rear differential later used in the V6 model. Low-option models had a small
light in the gauge cluster to indicate turbo boost, while more plush vehicles were equipped with
an all-digital gauge cluster that included a boost gauge. Turbocharged and naturally aspirated
diesel engines were also available in the pickups at this time as well, but it appears that no
diesel-powered 4Runners were imported to the United States. During to many 4Runners were
imported to the US without rear seats. With only two seats the vehicle could be classified as a
truck rather than a sport vehicle and could skirt the higher customs duties placed upon sport
and pleasure vehicles. Most had aftermarket seats and seat belts added by North American
dealers after they were imported. In , the 22R-E engine was joined by an optional 3. This engine
was significantly larger and more powerful although not as reliable as the original 4-cylinder

offering. Trucks sold with the V6 engine were equipped with the same heavy duty rear
differential that was used in the turbocharged trucks, as well as a completely new transmission
and transfer case; the transfer case was chain driven, although considered less rugged, created
less cab noise than the old gear-driven unit used behind the four-cylinder engine. An engine
which was not used in the US market and rarely in the Japanese domestic market pickups was
the 3Y engine, which was used in place of the 22R engine in New Zealand models, followed
more rarely by the 4Y 2. This was a decision by Toyota New Zealand to reduce parts required to
be stocked by dealers as no other Toyotas sold in New Zealand at the time utilised the R series
engines. Small cosmetic and option changes were made in for the model year, but the model
was left largely untouched in anticipation of the replacement model then undergoing final
development. Toyota issued a second generation of Hilux Surf and 4Runner in for the model
year. It represented a fundamental departure from the first generation model. Instead of an
enhanced pickup truck with fiberglass cap, the new 4Runners featured a freshly designed, full
steel integrated body mounted on the existing frame. However, the 4Runner did remain virtually
identical to the Hilux from the B-pillars forward. It also gained an all new coil spring rear
suspension system, which unfortunately proved to be just as prone to sagging as the leaf
springs on the rear of the previous models. Nearly all second generation 4Runners were
four-door models; however, from launch in to May , a two-door model was also produced. These
models are similar to the four-door models of the time in that the bodies were formed as a
single unit, instead of the fiberglass tops used in the first generation 4Runners. Two-door cars
of the second generation are extremely rare. US sales ended in August , but it continued to be
available in the Canadian market through , and Japan until May Because the drive train was still
developed from the same source, the available engines and drivetrains were identical to the
corresponding Hilux. The new 4Runner used the independent front suspension that had been
developed on the previous generation. The older style gear driven transfer case was phased out
on the V6 models and they now had a chain driven case. The older gear driven case was
retained on the 4-cylinder models. The Hilux Surf version for the Japanese market was also
available with a range of diesel engines, including a 2. Small numbers were also made with a
normally aspirated 2. Most other full-body SUVs produced at the time e. Nissan Pathfinder ,
Ford Explorer featured tailgates that opened upward with the glass closed. In contrast, the
second generation 4Runner carried over the retractable-glass tailgate from the first generation.
Opening these tailgates requires first retracting the rear window into the tailgate and then
lowering the tailgate much like as on a pickup truck. In for the model year, the 4Runner received
minor cosmetic updates, including one-piece front bumpers and modular headlamps instead of
the increasingly outdated rectangular sealed beams. This facelift distanced the 4Runner
somewhat from the Hilux pickups which did not receive the same cosmetic changes. At this
time a wide-body version was introduced featuring extended wheel arch flares along with wider
wheels and tires. Additional cosmetic changes occurred between and , the last year of the
second generation. The first and second generation 4Runners were both targeted as unsafe
SUVs. In most areas, there was little more than two pieces of sheet-metal and the window to
keep incoming vehicles from impacting passengers. The crash test rating for the second
generation 4Runner was one star for the driver's side in a frontal collision while the passenger
side received a 4-star rating. Later, more strict crash regulations mandated doors that offered as
much protection as passenger car doors. In the United States, the and model years added
side-impact beams in the doors. Airbags for both the driver and passenger were added in model
year. Developed under chief Masaaki Ishiko from to under the project code T, in late for the
model year a significant redesign of the 4Runner was introduced, with an all-new body shell on
an all-new chassis. Though it shared many parts, including engine and transmission, with the
new Tacoma , the body and chassis were unique for the first time. Despite moving upmarket
with the rest of the mid-size SUV market, the new 4Runner differentiated itself by retaining the
rugged off-road character its competitors were sacrificing for highway comfort. The third
generation 4Runner featured new engines shared with the first generation Toyota Tacoma
pickup trucks:. Significant changes from the second generation models include a larger body
on a longer wheelbase, increased interior space, increased cargo space, dual airbags, ABS ,
lift-up tailgate, coil-spring suspension all around, rack and pinion steering, and aerodynamic
contour designed glass headlights. Additionally, Hilux Surf versions immediately moved to inch
wheels and gained a center differential, enabling the use of four-wheel drive on hard surfaces
without complication for the first time. The prior system was retained to give on-the-fly shifting
between rear- and four-wheel drive as before. The new 4Runner was also available with a
factory installed selectable electric locker in the rear differential, a first for the 4Runner but
available since in the Toyota Land Cruiser. The model year received a few minor updates,
including the addition of a color keyed cargo cover. The model year remained largely

unchanged, save for a few changes in the electronics. More ergonomic switch control panels
and a newly designed 4 spoke steering wheel, which also necessitated a redesign of the airbag
system. For the model year there were both major cosmetic and interior enhancements. A new
"fat lip" bumper was designed to allow for an extended crush zone on the front of the frame, as
well as new multi-parabola style headlights, projector style fog lamps, and updated side marker
lights and front turn signals. Vehicles with "Limited" and "Highlander" later called "Sport
Edition" trim received color-keyed running boards, front and rear bumpers, mud flaps and
flares. The ergonomics of the interior was completely changed, moving all the controls to the
center of the dash for the rear window, and defrost, it also received a new instrument panel with
a digital odometer. The Limited trucks also received a brand-new electronic temp control, and
upgraded stereo. The multimatic transmission became available as an option for 4WD 4Runners
for , giving the option of AWD operation. The model year received new transparent tail lights
and new front grille design. The wheels were also changed to a five-spoke design rim. Limited
models received newly designed five spoke wheels as well, however different from SR5 and
base model. Also included was a new, sleeker side view mirror design. SR5 and base model
4Runners also have redesigned climate control units utilizing 3 knobs and 2 buttons, contrary
to the model's 2 sliders and 2 knobs. The optional e-locker for the rear differential was dropped
in The model year can be distinguished from the rear by their chromed lift gate exterior trim that
encompasses the license plate. The fourth-generation 4Runner incorporated serious changes to
the chassis and body of the vehicle, but was targeted at approximately the same demographics
as the third generation. Based on the Land Cruiser Prado series, the new 4Runner retained the
same basic exterior styling themes, and was still marketed as a mid-size semi-luxury SUV with
off-road capabilities. An all-new LEV certified 4. The 4Runner first entered dealer showrooms in
October for the model year. When it was first introduced the SR5 and Sport Edition models used
gray plastic cladding and bumpers. Sport models also featured a non-functional hood scoop.
The front suspension used a double wishbone while the rear is a solid rear axle type. The
4runner continued to use a body on frame construction design and a solid rear axle for strength
and durability compromising interior room and on-road handling. Toyota's other mid-size SUV,
the Highlander is a crossover which is not designed for off-roading. The optional 4WD systems
were full-time on V8 models while "Multi-Mode" or part-time on V6 models, both systems used a
lockable Torsen center differential. The X-REAS system links the dampers diagonally by means
of hydraulic hoses and fluid using a mechanical center valve which reduces body roll during
hard cornering. All 4runners were equipped with skid plates for the engine, transfer case, and
fuel tank to prevent damage during off-roading. The Hill-Start Assist Control HAC system
prevents the 4runner from rolling backwards on inclines and a Downhill Assist Control DAC,
4WD only modulates the brakes and throttle automatically without driver inputs for smooth hill
descents at very low speeds, both electronic aids are standard on 4WD models. Major standard
features included a tilt and telescoping steering wheel , remote keyless entry , single zone
automatic climate control, power driver's lumbar support, power rear tailgate window, and on
V8 models a tow hitch receiver bolted directly to the rear frame crossmember. Options included
HomeLink , an electrochromic auto-dimming rearview mirror , power moonroof, third row
seating, a DVD-based navigation system loses in-dash CD changer , a speaker JBL Synthesis
stereo, and rear seat audio. An optional backup camera system on Limited models used two
cameras mounted on the interiors D-pillars to give a wider view when backing up. Some trim
levels get two mirrors mounted on the interior D-pillars just inside the rear hatch. In with the end
of this generation, Toyota Japan ceased production of the Hilux Surf, leaving only the 4Runner
available in the subsequent model series. All 4Runners came with Toyota's Star Safety System
which includes anti-lock brakes , electronic brakeforce distribution , brake assist , traction
control and Vehicle Stability Control. Side torso airbags for the front rows as well as side
curtain airbags for the front and rear rows were optional on â€” models and became standard
on models. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety rated the 4Runner as "Good" overall in
the frontal offset crash test, "Good" overall in the side impact test on vehicles with side airbags,
and the 4Runner received a "Poor" rating for rear impact protection. It is available in 3 trim
levels, 2 of which were available previously. The new Trail Edition is only available as a 4WD.
The 4. In for the model year , the 4Runner received a facelift, consisting of revised front and rear
fascia with projector headlamps and clear-lensed, LED tail-lamps, as well as other minor
exterior cosmetic changes. The interior was also updated, with soft-touch door trim,
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, revised dashboard and center stack, and the
inclusion of Toyota's Optitron instrument cluster as standard across all trim levels. Brake lines
were upgraded for improved pedal feel, and electronic Trailer Sway Control programming
included. No driveline changes were made. All model year 4Runner models are powered by a 4.
It is mated to a five-speed automatic ECT transmission. All United States models received the

Entune touchscreen infotainment system with a 6. Only the Limited model featured a standard
JBL premium amplified audio system. These trim levels share the same mechanical
functionality of the former Trail edition, but add aesthetic differences and TRD badging to
differentiate themselves from the base model. They do not share the same suspension as the
TRD Pro model. In for the model year , Toyota began offering a 'Nightshade' package based on
the Limited trim which blacks out badging, lower front and rear fascia, wheels, and portions of
the interior. The system was previously only available on Limited models, where it remains
standard equipment. Most models also feature standard GPS navigation. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Compact, later mid-size sport utility vehicle manufactured by Toyota. Motor
vehicle. Toyota Conversion by Winnebago. Gasoline : 2. Retrieved Curbside Classics. March
Automobil Revue Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag AG. Orlando Sentinel. Toyota Brazil. Archived
from the original on Archived from the original PDF on Retrieved â€” via Google Patents. USA:
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rear-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive. October [4] â€” August Japan: Tahara, Aichi ;
Hamura, Tokyo. Mid-size SUV. Gasoline : 4. MYâ€”05 SR5: Japan: Tahara, Aichi Tahara plant
[16]. Koichi Suga [17]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota 4Runner. Subcompact
crossover. RAV4 XA C-HR AX Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Venza AV Venza XU
Highlander XU Compact SUV. FJ Cruiser XJ Full-size SUV. Land Cruiser J Sequoia XK Previa XR
Sienna XL Tacoma N Tundra XK Cami J Rush J Raize A Urban Cruiser. Yaris Cross XP Rush F
Rush Fâ€” Voltz E Corolla Cross XG Blizzard LD Harrier XU Hilux Sport Rider. Land Cruiser
Light J Land Cruiser Prado J Sequoia XK30â€” Mega Cruiser BXD Kei pickup truck. Pixis Truck
Sâ€” Pickup truck. Stout RK Kijang F Kijang pickup F Hilux Nâ€” Hilux AN10â€” Hilux ANâ€”
Tacoma Nâ€” Land Cruiser pickup J Non-Toyota platform. LCCN : sh No Facebook updates, no
annoying phone calls, and mud. Should you buy something new? What about an old SUV? After
all, newer is better. You get the latest tech, a warranty on your vehicle, and that pleasantly fresh
new car smell. If your used SUV gets banged up, it hurts a lot less than a new one. The third
generation of Toyota 4Runner ran from It has two options for engines. One is a hp 2. While there
are more powerful engines on the market today, these two are more than adequate for hitting
the back trails. Other features that help off-roaders include electronic stability control and
A-TRAC active traction assist. Toyota added some safety features such as dual airbags and
reinforced doors. During that generation, however, they were a significant improvement over
the second generation. No vehicle is perfect, and the third generation of the Toyota 4Runner is
no exception. The fuel economy is not that great. If this vehicle is doubling as a daily driver, you
might want to go with something else. It may not be without its flaws, but the good far
outweighs the bad. Old really is better. Discussion in ' 3rd Gen 4Runners ' started by Ripcord ,
Jun 2, Log in or Sign up. Toyota 4Runner Forum [4Runners. Welcome to 4Runners. You are
currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account.
Thinking about junking my 4 Runner now that it has a misfire cyl 1 : Plug wires on a 3. Budget
friendly, reliable Timing Belt kit. Post Reply. I hope you enjoy your stay. To those viewing this
that are unregistered, feel free to join us and ask questions. We are a true community here, we
help each other on and offline. This thread will serve as a resource to all prospective buyers of
3rd generation 4runners. If you have questions of what to look out for and what trim model is
right for you, this is where you should be able to find your answer. The information here is
meant to be purely informative. If you have any further questions on a topic that may have not
been covered, just search or post a reply, the helpful members of this forum will help you find
your answer. If you find a promising 4runner, post it up so we can dissect it. And to forum
members who spot an error in this guide, please do not hesitate to notify me so I can fix it. It
was written by J. He is much more descriptive than I am. Toyota 4Runner History And another,
more maintenance oriented thread, with a lot of data and part numbers from iH8mud. And be
sure to check out the 4Runner Wiki page: Toyota 4Runner - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

-The 3rd generation Toyota 4Runner was available from through There are basically 3
SUB-generations within the 3rd gen. You may want to keep track of the options each of these
SUB-gens had, in order to help you make a list of what you want and which years had it.. The
4runner came with a 4-speed Automatic transmission or an optional 5-speed manual
transmission. After , The 5-speed and 4cyl engine were discontinued. These will all be covered
later in the guide. Last edited by a moderator: May 5, Ripcord , Jun 2, The lines are known to
corrode and allow the mixing of engine coolant and transmission coolant fluids. The root of this
corrosion is from the buildup of minerals in the radiator, regular coolant flushing is a good way
to slow this buildup. When the two fluids mix, the mixture overflows into the coolant overflow
reservoir with a fluid that looks a lot like a strawberry milkshake may be a different color if you
dont have TOYOTA red coolant.. If the mixture manages to return to the transmission, it can
cause catastrophic damage. Often resulting in a ruined transmission. When a milkshake strikes,
you will notice your transmission will not want to shift or hold a gear when moving. This
typically starts to become a concern when the truck gets to be about years old. Or even sooner
if it is a rusty truck. Red flags: As far as detecting one that may have already happened.. When
the seller mentions anything about a replaced radiator and transmission having been
completely flushed at the same time, that is a BIG sign. If it has a new or rebuilt transmission,
make sure it was a dealer install or at least a certified Toyota mechanic. However, if immediate
action is taken when a milkshake hits pull over, shut down, tow to mechanic , the transmission
can be saved and should be just fine after a few flushes and a new radiator. And for predicting
one that may be coming.. Regularity of coolant flushes and vehicle age are the only ways.
Service records are important for this reason. The first is to just replace the radiator before
anything happens; every 8 years is a good interval to set for replacement. The second way to
avoid the milkshake is to install an external transmission cooler that is separate from the
radiator. This removes the possibility of the milkshake ever happening as the radiator and
coolant are removed from the equation. Which method to choose? But, the costs of
preventative maintenance outweigh the costs of repair by thousands of dollars. That is why we
stress the fixes as much as we do. Resource Threads: Photo courtesy of. As you should know,
it is mainly caused from driving on salted winter roads, in humid areas, and even if you are
dumb enough to drive on the beach. The main places you will find the rust is on the frame,
trailer hitch, suspension components and rear axle. Red flags: There are a few areas where you
can be aware of rust without looking under the truck, such as the trailer hitch, wheel wells and
bumpers. If there are not any provided pictures of the undercarriage of the vehicle, request
some from the seller. Also, watch out for areas where rust may have been spray painted over.
The area will look very bumpy and corroded as if rust was there, but have a fresh coat of paint
on it. One is to coat the under body of the vehicle with petroleum based oil, motor oil works fine
but is illegal to use is some states. There are also other specialized products that are made for
this application. Here is some on a rear axle. Photo courtesy of. The rotors are too thin. During
periods of heavy, constant braking, the brakes can easily overheat and become warped. This
problem is even more common on 4runners that are lifted and have larger tires. The shuddering
when braking with severely warped rotors can be so violent that it can nearly cause loss of
control of the vehicle. Warped rotors can also cause issues with the Anti-lock braking system
trying to kick in while braking. Although, this way there is less braking surface. The best option
is to swap the entire brake assembly calipers, rotors, and pads with that of a 1st generation
Toyota Tundra With tundra brakes, the braking power is significantly increased, the rotors last
longer, and they are not as vulnerable to warping all rotors are vulnerable, depending on driving
style. Other Info: This upgrade is a direct bolt on replacement. The tundra brake calipers are
available in 2 sizes, mm and mm, both diameters require new rotors that are much thicker than
the 4runner rotors so they wont warp as easily. The mm S13WE calipers are a bit smaller than
the and fit inside the wheel nearly the same as the bigger of the stock 4runner calipers on
limiteds and sports , they are also a little bit cheaper option most of the time. Both caliper sizes
will need new pads and rotors same size rotor for both sizes of caliper. It is mostly an issue of
failure to maintain, or if someone disregarded the Recall. The issue is that the Lower ball joint,
which holds the spindle and control arms together, can rupture while driving. This will cause
the wheel to fall off, break the CV axle on that side, and cause total loss of control which can
lead to an accident. The lower ball joint can wear faster than normal on trucks that are lifted,
have an aftermarket bumper, and larger tires. This issue will become a concern if the vehicle
was called for recall and never brought in, or if the Ball Joints have a very large number of miles
on them. Red Flags: Stuff like this is the reason you want to test drive. There is only a few ways
to know about this potential hazard. If there is any front end noise, rough feeling when steering
then that is a sign of trouble ahead. You can lift up the truck and check for excessive play in the
front hub. A visual check is also a good way, look for old and worn out material, leaking grease,

etc. Just do a quick forum search of 'lower ball joint' and you will find all kinds of stuff. Only
advice I can give is to only use OEM parts , there are so many horror stories about people using
cheap aftermarket brands like Moog. As stated earlier, there was a large-scale recall on this
issue, mostly on the ''02 years. Stop by your dealer with your VIN and see if your vehicle is still
pending the recall. Dead Clock. The clocks on all 3rd gens are known to just die all of the
sudden. No warning sings, but easy fix. You can also just get one from a junkyard 4runner.
Earlier 3rd gens had a recall on the rear springs, but all 3rd gens are known to sag. Almost any
4runner you go to look at will be sagging. Best fix is to get new OEM springs or go ahead and
get lifted. The springs from a are going to be taller than other springs, so if you replace yours,
ask for springs from a 99 SR5 4x4 3. A very common issue. The gears in the power antenna
motor can grind and get broken. Also if the antenna gets bent, it will not go down properly and
will also cause the gears to grind. The common fix is to swap the motorized antenna assembly
with a non-motorized antenna out of a 1st generation Tacoma. Search "Tacoma Whip mod" for
more info. The failure in question is credited to a few things; one is the apparent poor design or
quality of the OEM axle seals. Another is a failure of the axle breather plug to not accommodate
the changes in pressures inside the axle. It is also common for this to occur when you switch to
the thinner Synthetic Fluids. It is noticeable by a large amount of grease that will cover the rear
tires and wheels. When you notice a seal has begun to leak, you can either have a dealer
replace them, or do it yourself with the help of the write-up that has been linked to below. Links
to all of the below maintenance items can be found here. Make sure the seller is up to date on
this one! Sooner on lifted vehicles. The 3rd gen 4runner is often regarded as the most reliable
and dependable of all the 4runners. The 3. When properly maintained, your 4runner will go well
beyond k miles and last for generations to come. Last edited: Jun 2, TWJLee , Shewdoc and
deleted member like this. ALL 4runners are 2wd vehicles rear wheel drive until some form of
4wd is engaged. The transfer case remained the same for these models from to It was a basic
J-shaped shifting configuration. This transfer case was purely mechanical, no push button
components. From , Toyota used a push button on the shifter to engage 4Hi from 2wd. The only
time you actually need to shift the transfer case is to go into 4Lo. This type of transfer case still
has a push button to engage 4wd from 2wd. A differential type t-case is different from a
standard t-case in that the front and rear drive shafts could rotate independent of each other
and avoid binding on high traction surfaces. Until this center differential was locked, the vehicle
is essentially in all wheel drive discussed more below. To lock the T-case, you simply shift from
4Hi to 4Hi L. But, the locking method changed from a separate shifting position to a separate
push button on the dash. It is more in depth and contains information such as recommended
speeds, shifting configurations, Pictures, Uses, and more differences. The information above is
a summary of the information in his thread. Center diff locker: Rear E-locker -On all 4Runners,
there was an option to add an electronic locking rear differential. It was never standard on any
trim package, just an option. The e-locker was discontinued after and was not offered again on
the 4runner until trail edition. If you are unable to find a 4runner with one, they can be swapped
in to any 4runner from '' What is it? Lockers are actuators that are fit inside the differentials of
vehicles' axles. When the rear e-locker is engaged, the rear axle is locked together and both rear
wheels must always spin at the same speed. When the e-locker is disengaged, the axle again
operates as an 'open' diff. Factory settings only allow the e-locker to be engaged if the vehicle is
already in 4Lo. There is a modification known as the " " that can be done to allow it to be
activated at any time, but before you do that be sure you are aware of why Toyota set it up that
way.. The e-locker is supposed to only be used when even 4Lo is not enough. The button to
engage the e-locker is found on the dash to the left of the steering wheel. It says "RR Diff Lock"
in orange print. To better understand diffs and lockers, watch this video. As discussed earlier,
AWD all wheel drive is when the front and rear drive-shafts leaving the transfer-case can rotate
independent of each other. AWD is meant for ice covered roads where "true 4x4" should still not
be used. True 4x4 is where the center diff is locked like a regular transfer-case always is. With
this transfer case locked, both front and rear drive-shafts must spin at the same speed. Having
the center diff locked is bad for on road use becuase when you corner, the front wheels make a
larger diameter turn than the rear wheels And that means the rear drive-shaft needs to spin at a
different speed to keep pace with the front.. It only helps sketchy on road conditions. The rear
e-locker is the only option above normal 4wd that actually increases off road ability. How do I
choose between these? It makes icy roads easy to tackle. Basically, these systems use the
brakes to control vehicle stability and traction. While the normal everyday driver will not notice
these systems in operation, owners who drive their vehicles in a "spirited" manner will notice
interference from these systems. In low-traction road conditions dirt roads, wet pavement, etc..
Many owners choose to make it possible to manually disable these systems. TRAC still remains
on in this situation. This is the ideal setup for most off road situations, as TRAC helps in most

situations by acting as a limited slip differential for all 4 wheels. Known as the Andymod 2. The
5-speed is often preferred for its off road uses, increased fuel economy, and the lack of the
Strawberry milkshake issue. Similar to the E-locker and 4cyl engine, the 5-speed was
discontinued after The 3RZ-FE is often compared to the 3. The advantages to the this engine are
that it has a timing chain vs. So that's one less thing to have to maintain. The 4cyl also gets
slightly better Mpgs, I'm talking like mpg increase over the v6. As far as reliability, both of these
engines are extremely solid pieces of machinery. But becuase of the timing chain, the reliability
award goes to the 4cyl. The Disadvantages, however, are obvious. This engine is a snail.. Also,
the 4cyl is only available on the base model 4runners, so if you plan on getting a higher-up trim
model, its a no-go on the 4Cyl. And don't ever plan on towing anything significant. While it's an
excellent engine, it just doesn't have the power to keep up. Similar to the E-locker and 5-speed
trans, the 4-cyl was discontinued after It was never officially 'badged' as the highlander, the only
place it actually says highlander is on the original window sticker. Most people simply call these
Sport 4runners. It is very common to find these with the e-locker option, but not a guarantee. In ,
this package was additionally available in Millennium Silver. The all new Toyota Highlander.
Also, since these models are only offered in , they unfortunately did not have the option of
5-speed, or e-locker. Photos courtesy of J. Colors: The limited was available in a HUGE range of
colors; many of them had a 2-tone color scheme as well. Lately, many Limited owners have
been having issues with the auto climate unit. Additional standard features on 4Runner SR5
models are chrome bumpers and grille, dual color-keyed outside mirrors, rear window defogger,
power mirrors and door locks, digital clock, lighting package, tilt steering wheel, variable
intermittent windshield and fixed intermittent rear window wipers, privacy glass, dual rear cup
holder and spring back antenna. Almost all upgrade options were available for the base and
SR5 models. This includes the slender black SR5 fender flares and wider limited style flares,
different types of seats, wheels, interior trim, roof rack, etc.. Colors: The base and SR5 models
were available in just about every color Toyota offered. Resource: Toyota 4Runner History Here
is a comprehensive Color chart for all years: Chart courtesy of Toyota Reference. A Brochure
Chart courtesy of. Also upgraded on 4x4 models was Multi-mode transfer case that was covered
earlier. Also, again redesigned climate controls and a newer 5 spoke wheel design was added.
They had cup holders. Also one more right above those two for the cigarette lighter, 3 total up
front. Right is ''98 style grill with pre-'99 lights and bumper. The lights are interchangeable
between styles. Dependable and capable with great off-road options. Lost the great off-road
options, and replaced them with electronics. Shadek and grayghost3 like this. Pricing and
Searching As of early Finding a vehicle at the right price can be one of the hardest parts of the
buying process. Here is a rough list of prices based on a general market average. Prices may be
different in your area- And remember this is just an average , there are always deals to be found.
Poor condition with Very High miles. That is where the best deals will be found. Beyond that?
There are many craigslist search engines, this is just the one I prefer. If the seller does not
provide a carfax or similar report, there are ways to get one as long as you have the VIN.
Standard on Limited and sport models, and 4wd SR5 models. Often referred to as the '5 spoke
"Coke Bottle" wheel. Standard on limited and sport models. Giff likes this. Tune ups It is always
a good idea to tune up a newly acquired used vehicle. If you are seeing numbers below that,
there are lots of things you can do to fix it! To start, take a look at this thread: It contains lots of
write-ups on maintenance related tasks. Check Engine codes: The first step to addressing poor
mileage is to make sure you dont have any parts that you know are not working properly. Any
codes that have anything to do with the intake, engine, exhaust, and drivetrain can cause bad
mileage. Its a trade secret among used auto dealers. The reason for this is the EFI map that the
vehicle has set to work with its past driver. When you reset this map, the vehicle forgets how
the old driver used to drive and learns how you drive. It picks up on how you accelerate, how
you cruise, etc and maps the fuel injection to follow. It takes about 1 tank of gas for it to
establish a new EFI map. Doing this will not always net an MPG gain, but it will make the vehicle
feel more peppy. Even if you don't reset the EFI relay, the vehicle is always adjusting it's EFI
map and will eventually get used to you, but resetting it is a lot more effective. It is also smart to
do this whenever you significantly change anything in the drivetrain, such as a new filter,
cleaning intake components, add cold air intake, bigger tires, exhaust system, etc.. To do this,
find the largest of the EFI relays in the fuse block on the drivers side of the engine bay. With the
battery still connected, remove this relay for 30 minutes then re-install. A clogged air filter can
cause significant power and efficiency losses. When you go to decide which one to buy, do
your research. Oiled vs Dry filters is the main point you want to look at. This should be done
every oil change. These components are known to collect some gunk on them and not work as
well as they should. Mainly the throttle body and the carbon it attracts. You put seafoam in the
crankcase a few hundred miles before an oil change. You also use it in the gas tank and spray it

into the intake plenum to clean the combustion side of the engine. After a treatment, the engine
is cleared of all of the carbon build-up on the internals of the engine. Despite what the seafoam
website says, this process is known to sometimes clear out enough gunk to foul O2 sensors
and spark plugs, so be prepared to replace those units. Do seafoam treatment as on of the 1st
steps in a tune up. PCV Valves go bad every 5 years or so. A bad one can cause a mpg loss.
Replacing takes literally 5 minutes, pull the old one from the top of the engine then use some
pliers and remove the gromet. Replace in reverse order and go. You should reset your EFI while
doing this for best results. Most of the time it will throw a code if its bad, but sometimes it
won't.. The only plugs that work on the 3. Both sets are identical except for the NGK wires are
blue on the outside, adds a nice touch if you like that kind of flair. Here is a write-up on
changing the plugs: 4Runners. You want 5W Motor oil and a new filter. After k miles it gets
pretty gunked up. Don't make the truck work so hard to feed itself, replace that filter! When you
use a device that enables you to see average and instantaneous fuel mileage, you can increase
fuel economy by simply driving more efficiently. Average mileage is simply total distance driven
divided by gallons used. It all averages out though, so seeing instantaneous mileage and
knowing how to coast more and accelerate less will net higher average fuel economy. There are
a few devices us 4runner guys use to monitor MPGs.. More info: , ,. Recommended every few oil
changes. Many people think adding a throttle body spacer will increase power, well it doesn't.
These come from the days of Carburetors, where the spacer changed the dynamics of how the
Carburetor operated. Many people have dyno tested and found the spacers do absolutely
nothing. You can google many instances where this has been recorded. Many people think
adding a performance tuning chip will increase power and mileage, well it doesn't. Changing
anything just takes away from those things. Many drivers don't like the green color of the
interior lights, that can be fixed. The lights behind the dash, center console, key ring, map
lights, and dome lights can all be changed Here is one excellent example: Photo courtesy of.
You fill in the hole with a Marine Deckplate. When the cap to the Deckplate is on, it re-seals the
air box to stock conditions. When the cap is off, it opens the air box to allow air a more
unrestricted route to the intake. While performance gains are minimal at best, the intake sound
is slightly louder and the throttle response is quicker. Many users noticed slightly increase fuel
economy. This silences the intake noise and creates resistance for air flow in the intake system.
By removing the resonator and replacing it with a strait pipe, you decrease air flow resistance
and increase throttle response and intake efficiency even more. Intake noise is also increased
quite a bit. Many people find it to be too loud and annoying. But if that is what you want, go for
it. You also get faster throttle response and a very beefy throttle noise. A console swap is an
easy fix to this. A breather plug on the differential is necessary to accommodate changes in
pressure due to temperature and altitude. If, however, you were to drive through a river and get
water in the diff through the plug, that could be bad. So to avoid this you need to extend the
breather plug up higher on the vehicle. The front diff and transfer case already have extended
breathers from the factory, but for some reason the rear axle does not. To plasti-dip your
emblems, just mask off an area around the emblem, spray the whole area, then peel the paint off
from the body as it cuts off at the emblems and leaves them black. Here is a Tire size calculator
to determine how far off the speedometer will be with new tires. There are 2 different versions of
the TRD supercharger for the 3. You just had to buy one after you got the 4runner and the dealer
installed it. Both the 1st and 2nd gen superchargers are M62 superchargers made by Magnuson
and produce the exact same power increases. The only differences between them are
appearances and ease of maintenance. The first page I would recommend you read is this one:
TRD Supercharger Here, gadget who is a pioneer of TRD superchargers and performance
modifications explains what superchargers are, how they work, and the differences between the
2 generations. The 1st Generation TRD supercharger. Courtesy of Gadget. The 2nd aka 4th
Generation TRD supercharger. Basic specs: Gains with only supercharger no fuel mods. A few
things here and there. Still dreaming up stuff. Oh Rip how we 3rd Gen owners lovers love you
so. This write up is how I came to the conclusion on a 99 limited when I was looking about 3
years ago and how this is all broke down. Now I'm the proud owner on two of them. See what
you did. Thanks for putting this up for everyone else and for the hard work and gathering all the
info buddy. Blue PS- Welcome back to the family once again. The new rig is looking good can't
wait to see where you go with this one. Ol'Blue , Jun 2, Ripcord [OP] likes this. Thanks for this!
Just picked up a 99 Limited last night and this was posted here today. I'd like to think it's a good
omen. Jas , Jun 2, Once you really understand the 99 Limited you will love it even more. IMO it
is one of the best 3rd Gens built and many would agree with me on that also. And if you have
the Locker even better. Welcome to the site. I'm glad there are more women filtering in. Ol'Blue
likes this. Always nice to know people are using the guide. I hope it is as useful here as it is on
T4R. Jas likes this. Bob likes this. Put a deposit on a 99 Limited today!! Will complete the

purchase in 2 weeks!! Know I will need to do some brake work on it but everything else looks
great! Are there any known issues of one overheating after having not been ran for a bit?
Custom bumpers. Can someone sticky this? UssMoGn , Nov 14, I really appreciate the time and
effort that went into putting this guide together. I'll be referring to it a lot. An evening very well
spent.. Thank you for this writeup!! Time for me to start working through the list of issues and
maint items. AZHoosier , Feb 14, Awesome info. Thanks for putting this together. Question: and
its one of downside: looking at a 99 limited 4x4 with K on it. New tires. Wormfood , Aug 8,
Joined: Jan 31, Member: Messages: 1. Considering buying a 4Runner Limited Sport Utility 4wd.
Has k miles. Paint is a bit faded and catalytic converter has been removed. Other than that,
excellent condition. Any suggestions? Good deal? I just purchased a 4Runner Limited 4wd. I
love the feel of how the truck handles. Found the 4Runner website and I must say that you folks
have done an excellent job at putting this site together. Thank you for this site, I have learned
much already. Mcoles19 , Aug 24, I too just picked up a 99 Limited with rear locker from a buddy
who found a great deal on a Land Cruiser. He passed the savings on to me. Thank you for the
"hit list" of maintenance and reliability actions. I'm gonna be busy. Baughb , Sep 7, Greetings,
First as others have said: Thank you for this thread! I just got a 2wd 4Runners SR5 6 cyl. Auto
tranny, red and beige cloth interior. Took it to a miles trial run last weekend, went nicely but I
have of course a few questions. It doesn't appear to be related to exhaust or RPM engine, I
almost thought it was perhaps coming from some air intake. It actually pressures my eardrum!
Never heard anything like that in any other of my vehicles, anyone can give me a pointer? Is that
a 4Runners 'thing'? Any kit available? I understand that there are different size on different
model, so here is a pic of my front set-up. Finally the truck is for towing and camping. I would
like to install a foldable tent on the roof rack, any suggestions? Cheers all. Thank you for letting
me join! Alain , Sep 21, Show Ignored Content. Denso Oxygen Sensor. National Wheel Seal.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? December 20, By Mark Holthoff. The Toyota 4Runner is
a legendary rig. One of the last SUVs still made with rugged body-on-frame construction, it pairs
off-road prowess with Toyota reliability and longevity. As a result, it remains not only a top
seller at dealerships, but used 4Runners also command significant demand and thus tend to
retain their values surprisingly well. Though now an icon, the 4Runner can trace its roots back
to a simple aftermarket conversion done by Winnebago, called the Toyota Trekker. Despite its
humble origins, the Trekker sold well enough to convince Toyota to formalize the concept into
the original 4Runner, which debuted in Toyota has made substantial improvements to the
4Runner since then, and many consider the 3rd generation of the model, sold from through , a
high point for both utility and design. But with most 3rd gen examples now having spent more
than 20 years on and off the road, it can be tough to find a nice one to buy. These are not
collector car guides. There are already plenty of other excellent sources for that. By the time the
3rd generation of the 4Runner was launched for the model year, the SUV that began life as a
slightly modified truck was now its own fully-realized model. It still shared many components
with its stablemate, the Tacoma pickup â€” most notably under the hood â€” but its body and
chassis were now unique to the model. Overseen by design chief Masaaki Ishiko, its simple
lines are still handsome today, borrowing heavily from its top-of-the-line sibling, the Land
Cruiser. Compared to the outgoing 2nd gen 4Runner, the 3rd gen was longer, roomier, and
safer, with dual front airbags plus ABS brakes available on all trim levels. It was also more
powerful, efficient, and refined, thanks in large part to all-new engines, which were shared with
the Tacoma and T trucks. Buyers had the choice of a standard hp 2. Most were backed by a
4-speed automatic gearbox, though a 5-speed manual was available on some trims until
Engineers gave the 3rd gen 4runner a new suspension, too, employing double-wishbones up
front to enable a lower cabin floor as well as more suspension travel. These upgrades make the
3rd gen 4Runner far more refined on the road, without compromising any of its off-road
prowess. The 4Runner was initially offered in three different trims: base, SR5, and Limited. The
SR5 offered upgrades like chrome bumpers, color-keyed mirrors, power windows and door
locks, a rear-window defogger, and intermittent wipers. Opting for the Limited version got you
even fancier stuff like leather seats, wood trim, a moon roof, as well as distinctive body
cladding, fender flares, and running boards, plus larger brakes, wheels, and tires. After its
debut, the 3rd gen 4Runner underwent minor changes in and , including adding a cargo cover in
back and swapping the original 2-spoke steering wheel for a new 4-spoke design. Toyota also
introduced a new mid-level trim, dubbed Highlander and later renamed Sport. It paired some of
the desirable features from the Limited trim, like larger wheels and brakes and the body
cladding, without sacrificing the manual gearbox option. The new setup employed a center
differential, allowing the vehicle to deliver power to all four wheels both on- and off-road. This is
a significant advantage for those who live in wet or wintery climates, where encountering

slippery pavement is not uncommon. Without it, you would typically engage 4WD only when
driving off-road. The model year brought the last major 4Runner changes. Most notably, a
number of feature were dropped, including the four cylinder engine and the manual gearbox,
leaving just the V6 and the 4-speed automatic standard across all trims. Also cut was the
optional electronic-locking rear differential. This was a popular option for serious off-roaders
because it facilitated maximum traction in extreme conditions. These are handy safety features
in normal driving; however, we should note that they lack the sophistication of more modern
traction control systems and so they can be triggered in error during off-road exploits. On the
plus side, Toyota now offered multi-mode four-wheel drive on all trim levels, where it remained
through , the final 3rd gen model year. First and foremost, we recommend looking for a used
4Runner with both four-wheel drive and the V6 engine. That combination is going to net you the
most bang for your buck. Beyond that, which 4Runner you buy should be based primarily on its
condition and how you plan to use it. Most desirable of all would be a or in Highlander trim with
those options, plus the additional upgrades over the SR5. Plus they look the part with their
larger wheels and added running boards, fender flares, fog lights, and roof rack. The Limited
trim even offers modern amenities like heated seats and automatic climate control. These SUVs
are well made and can last well over , miles with proper care, so your number one concern
should be finding one that has a well-documented history of expert service. The market for nice
3rd gen 4Runners is strong, so you may be tempted to compromise your standards and buy one
of the cheaper ones out there. The foremost 4Runner problem area is rust. Just climb
underneath it and look up. If you see anything more than minor surface corrosion on the frame
and chassis, we recommend walking away. That includes most of the South and Southwest as
well as the Pacific Northwest. This first shows up in the coolant overflow reservoir â€” and if left
unchecked will quickly make its way into the transmission, often resulting in catastrophic
failure. Look for a history of the radiator being replaced along with a flush of the transmission
fluid. It could mean that there is residual transmission damage which could cause you problems
down the line. The OEM brake rotors on 3rd gen 4Runners are notoriously thin, which makes
them prone to warping during hard braking. If you feel any pulsing under your foot, the rotors
are warped. In extreme cases, warping can cause the whole vehicle to shudder when braking.
Fortunately, the fix for warped rotors is pretty easy. Just swap in new ones. But since the
original design is not quite robust enough, warping is likely to return. Even better is to upgrade
the rotors, calipers, and pads to those from a first generation Toyota Tundra , which are far
more substantial. In , Toyota issued a recall for some 3rd gen 4Runners for a problem with the
lower ball joints, which in extreme cases could result in a front wheel falling off the vehicle. You
can also look for signs of lower ball joint issues on your test drive. Listen for odd noises
coming from the front suspension when traveling over bumps and potholes, and test for play or
roughness in the steering. These are signs that one or more of the suspension components
needs replacing. A 3rd gen 4Runner can also suffer from sagging rear springs, which should be
obvious from its appearance. The fix for this is pretty straightforward: just replace the springs
with new ones. Typically the water pump is also replaced at this time. That includes not only the
engine oil and filter at least every miles but also the differential fluid and coolant every 30k
miles and the transmission fluid every 40k miles. The 3rd generation is one of the most
sought-after iterations of the 4Runner. As a result, prices for nice examples might surprise you.
Keep in mind that vehicles with somewhat rare option combinations, like a 5-speed manual
gearbox with the e-locking rear differential, will command a premium. However, they will likely
have , miles or more and may be lacking some desirable equipment, like four-wheel drive or the
V6 engine. Additionally, they may have cosmetic issues, like faded paint and worn interiors.
Worse, they may have problems like an accident history, rust, or deferred maintenance. We
suggest treading carefully if the price seems a little too good to be true. Toyota has developed
two fully new generations of the 4Runner since the last of the 3rd gen models were sold. Both
the 4th and 5th gen 4Runners are also great SUVs, with notable improvements over their
replacements. Or its just-right size. Or the fact that it comes from what many consider the peak
years of Toyota quality and design. We expect nice 4Runner examples from this generation will
continue to delight their owners for many years to come. Seems like a pretty good buy for such
a clean, low mile specimen. Toyota 4Runner Model Year Changes After its debut, the 3rd gen
4Runner underwent minor changes in and , including adding a cargo cover in back and
swapping the original 2-spoke steering wheel for a new 4-spoke design. Best Toyota 4Runner
Years and Trims First and foremost, we recommend looking for a used 4Runner with both
four-wheel drive and the V6 engine. Rust The foremost 4Runner problem area is rust. Brakes
The OEM brake rotors on 3rd gen 4Runners are notoriously thin, which makes them prone to
warping during hard braking. Suspension In , Toyota issued a recall for some 3rd gen 4Runners
for a problem with the lower ball joints, which in extreme cases could result in a front wheel

falling off the vehicle. Used Toyota 4Runner Prices The 3rd generation is one of the most
sought-after iterations of the 4Runner. The Bottom Line Toyota has developed two fully new
generations of the 4Runner since the last of the 3rd gen models were sold. Continue the
discussion community. Prev Post Acura CL 3. Go to mobile version. Remember Me? Site
Navigation. I hope you enjoy your stay. To those viewing this that are unregistered, feel free to
join us and ask questions. We are a true community here, we help each other on and offline.
This thread will serve as a resource to all prospective buyers of 3rd generation 4runners. If you
have questions of what to look out for and what trim model is right for you, this is where you
should be able to find your answer. The information here is meant to be purely informative. If
you have any further questions on a topic that may have not been covered, just search or post a
reply, the helpful members of this forum will help you find your answer. If you find a promising
4runner, post it up so we can dissect it. And to forum members who spot an error in this guide,
please do not hesitate to notify me so I can fix it. Written by J. Toyota 4Runner History And
another, more maintenance oriented thread, with owners manual links and a lot of data like bolt
torque and part numbers from iH8mud. There are basically 3 SUB-generations within the 3rd
gen. You may want to keep track of the options each of these SUB-gens had, in order to help
you make a list of what you want and which years had it.. The 4runner came with a 4-speed
Automatic transmission or an optional 5-speed manual transmission. After , The 5-speed and
4cyl engine were discontinued. These will all be covered later in the guide. All the in-post AD's
you see go away when you become a member.. So register already! Acronym List. Last edited
by 4-Ripcord; at AM. Find More Posts by 4-Ripcord. Known Issues and Red Flags, Maintenance.
The lines are known to corrode and allow the mixing of engine coolant and transmission
coolant fluids. The root of this corrosion is from the buildup of minerals in the radiator, regular
coolant flushing is a good way to slow this buildup. When the two fluids mix, the mixture
overflows into the coolant overflow reservoir with a fluid that looks a lot like a strawberry
milkshake may be a different color if you dont have TOYOTA red coolant.. If the mixture
manages to return to the transmission, it can cause catastrophic damage. Often resulting in a
ruined transmission. When a milkshake strikes, you will notice your transmission will not want
to shift or hold a gear when moving. This typically starts to become a concern when the truck
gets to be about years old. Or even sooner if it is a rusty truck. Red flags: As far as detecting
one that may have already happened.. When the seller mentions anything about a replaced
radiator and transmission having been completely flushed at the same time, that is a BIG sign. If
it has a new or rebuilt transmission, make sure it was a dealer install or at least a certified
Toyota mechanic. However, if immediate action is taken when a milkshake hits pull over, shut
down, tow to mechanic , the transmission can be saved and should be just fine after a few
flushes and a new radiator. And for predicting one that may be coming.. Regularity of coolant
flushes and vehicle age are the only ways. Service records are important for this reason. The
first is to just replace the radiator before anything happens; every 8 years is a good interval to
set for replacement. The second way to avoid the milkshake is to install an external
transmission cooler that is separate from the radiator. This removes the possibility of the
milkshake ever happening as the radiator and coolant are removed from the equation. These
solutions can be combined for intense cooling requirements. Which method to choose? But, the
costs of preventative maintenance outweigh the costs of repair by thousands of dollars. That is
why we stress the fixes as much as we do. The Rest Photo courtesy of Jon. As you should
know, it is mainly caused from driving on salted winter roads, in humid areas, and even if you
are dumb enough to drive on the beach. There are some common areas to look at first though.
One is to coat the under body of the vehicle with petroleum based oil, motor oil works fine but is
illegal to use is some states. There are also other specialized products that are made for this
application. Here is the lower control arm mount as mentioned Photo courtesy of secretagnt.
The rotors are too thin. During periods of heavy, constant braking, the brakes can easily
overheat and fade. Overheating rotors can also lead to non-uniform pad material deposits aka
warping. This problem is even more common on 4runners that are lifted and have larger tires.
The shuddering when braking with severely warped rotors can be so violent that it can nearly
cause loss of control of the vehicle. Warped rotors can also cause issues with the Anti-lock
braking system trying to kick in while braking. Although, this way there is less braking surface.
The best option is to swap the entire brake assembly calipers, rotors, and pads with that of a 1st
generation Toyota Tundra With tundra brakes, the braking power is significantly increased, the
rotors last longer, and they are not as vulnerable to warping all rotors are vulnerable, depending
on driving style. Other Info: This upgrade is a direct bolt on replacement. The tundra brake
calipers are available in 2 sizes, mm and mm, both diameters require new rotors that are much
thicker than the 4runner rotors so they wont warp as easily. The mm S13WE calipers are a bit
smaller than the and fit inside the wheel nearly the same as the bigger of the stock 4runner

calipers on limiteds and sports , they are also a little bit cheaper option most of the time. Both
caliper sizes will need new pads and rotors same size rotor for both sizes of caliper. It is mostly
an issue of failure to maintain, or if someone disregarded the Recall. The issue is that the Lower
ball joint, which holds the spindle and control arms together, can rupture while driving. This will
cause the wheel to fall off, break the CV axle on that side, and cause total loss of control which
can lead to an accident. The lower ball joint can wear faster than normal on trucks that are lifted,
have an aftermarket bumper, and larger tires. This issue will become a concern if the vehicle
was called for recall and never brought in, or if the Ball Joints have a very large number of miles
on them. Red Flags: Stuff like this is the reason you want to test drive. There is only a few ways
to know about this potential hazard. If there is any front end noise, rough feeling when steering
then that is a sign of trouble ahead. You can lift up the truck and check for excessive play in the
front hub. A visual check is also a good way, look for old and worn out material, leaking grease,
etc. Just do a quick forum search of 'lower ball joint' and you will find all kinds of stuff. Only
advice I can give is to only use OEM parts , there are so many horror stories about people using
cheap aftermarket brands like Moog. As stated earlier, there was a large-scale recall on this
issue, mostly on the ''02 years. Stop by your dealer with your VIN and see if your vehicle is still
pending the recall. Reminder: The 4 bolts holding the LBJ to the steering knuckle must be
replaced every time they are removed. I almost see as many failures of those bolts as the ball
joints themselves, and a failure of those bolts is just as devastating as a ball joint failure. Dead
Clock. The clocks on all 3rd gens are known to just die all of the sudden. No warning sings, but
easy fix. You can also just get one from a junkyard 4runner. Earlier 3rd gens had a recall on the
rear springs, but all 3rd gens are known to sag. Almost any 4runner you go to look at will be
sagging. Best fix is to get new OEM springs or go ahead and get lifted. The springs from a are
going to be taller than other springs, so if you replace yours, ask for springs from a 99 SR5 4x4
3. A very common issue. The gears in the power antenna motor can grind and get broken. Also
if the antenna gets bent, it will not go down properly and will also cause the gears to grind. The
common fix is to swap the motorized antenna assembly with a non-motorized antenna out of a
1st generation Tacoma. Search "Tacoma Whip mod" for more info. Leaking Rear Axle Seal The
cause of this issue is the seal at the bearings on the rear axle. The failure in question is credited
to a few things; one is the apparent poor design or quality of the OEM axle seals. Another is a
failure of the axle breather plug to not accommodate the changes in pressures inside the axle. It
is also common for this to occur when you switch to the thinner Synthetic Fluids. It is
noticeable by a large amount of grease that will cover the rear tires and wheels. When you
notice a seal has begun to leak, you can either have a dealer replace them, or do it yourself with
the help of the write-up that has been linked to below. Make sure the seller is up to date on this
one! Sooner on lifted vehicles. The 3rd gen 4runner is often regarded as the most reliable and
dependable of all the 4runners. The 3. When properly maintained, your 4runner will go well
beyond k miles and last for generations to come. Last edited by 4-Ripcord; at PM. Transfer Case
differences: The 4wd t-cases in the 3rd gen 4runners varied through the years and trim models
as well. The transfer case remained the same for these models from to It was a basic J-shaped
shifting configuration 2Hi-4Hi-4Lo. This transfer case was purely mechanical, no push button
components. From , Limited trim models used a push button on the shifter to engage 4Hi from
2Hi. The only time you actually need to shift the transfer case is to go into 4Lo. A differential
type t-case is different from a standard t-case in that the front and rear drive shafts could rotate
independent of each other and avoid binding on high traction surfaces. Until this "center"
differential was locked, the vehicle is in all wheel drive aka "Full time 4wd", discussed more
below. Once locked however, it behaves as a normal 4WD transfer case aka "Part time 4wd".
Similar to the earlier Limited trim models, this type of transfer case has a push button to engage
4hi from 2wd. To lock the center diff, you shift from 4Hi to 4Hi Locked , then you can shift again
in 4Lo. But, the center differential locking method changed from a separate shifting position to a
new push button on the dash. T-case Differences all years of 3rd gens.. It is more in depth and
contains information such as recommended speeds, shifting configurations, Pictures, Uses,
and more differences. The information above is a summary of the information in his thread. To
better understand Transfer cases, 4WD, and center differentials.. It was never standard on any
trim package, just an option. The e-locker was discontinued after and was not offered again on
the 4runner until trail edition. If you are unable to find a 4runner with one, they can be swapped
in to any 4runner from '' What is it? Lockers are actuators that are fit inside the differentials of
vehicles' axles. When the rear e-locker is engaged, the rear axle is locked together and both rear
wheels must always spin at the same speed. When the e-locker is disengaged, the axle again
operates as an 'open' diff. Factory settings only allow the e-locker to be engaged if the vehicle is
already in 4Lo. There is a modification known as the " Gray wire mod " that can be done to allow
it to be activated at any time, but before you do that be sure you are aware of why Toyota set it

up that way.. The e-locker is supposed to only be used when even 4Lo is not enough. The
button to engage the e-locker is found on the dash to the left of the steering wheel. It says "RR
Diff Lock" in orange print. To better understand diffs and lockers, watch this video. You can
think of a normal transfer case as one that is always in the "locked" position. When the
transfer-case center differential is locked, the truck is in normal 4WD. AWD is when the front
and rear drive-shafts leaving the transfer-case can rotate independent of each other. AWD is the
only safe way to deliver power to all four wheels on high traction surfaces such as paved roads.
AWD is meant for partially low traction roads where "true 4wd" should still not be used, such as
some light ice. With this transfer case locked, both front and rear drive-shafts must spin at the
same speed. Having the center diff locked is bad for on road use because when you corner, the
front wheels make a larger diameter turn than the rear wheels And that means the rear
drive-shaft needs to spin at a different speed to keep pace with the front.. It only allows the use
of all wheel power on pavement. The rear e-locker is the only option above normal 4wd that
actually increases off road ability. How do I choose between these? It makes icy roads easy to
tackle. Basically, these systems use the brakes to control vehicle stability and traction. While
the normal everyday driver will not notice these systems in operation, owners who drive their
vehicles in a "spirited" manner will notice interference from these systems. In low-traction road
conditions dirt roads, wet pavement, etc.. Many owners choose to make it possible to manually
disable these systems. TRAC still remains on in this situation. This is the ideal setup for most
off road situations, as TRAC helps in most situations by acting as a limited slip differential for
all 4 wheels. Known as the Andymod 2. The 5-speed is often preferred for its off road uses,
increased fuel economy, and the lack of the Strawberry milkshake issue. Similar to the E-locker
and 4cyl engine, the 5-speed was discontinued after Photo courtesy of JohnsD The 3RZ-FE is
often compared to the 3. The advantages to the this engine are that it has a timing chain vs. So
that's one less thing to have to maintain. The 4cyl also gets slightly better Mpgs, I'm talking like
mpg increase over the v6. As far as reliability, both of these engines are extremely solid pieces
of machinery. But becuase of the timing chain, the reliability award goes to the 4cyl. The
Disadvantages, however, are obvious. This engine is a snail.. Also, the 4cyl is only available on
the base model 4runners, so if you plan on getting a higher-up trim model, its a no-go on the
4Cyl. And don't ever plan on towing anything significant. While it's an excellent engine, it just
doesn't have the power to keep up. Similar to the E-locker and 5-speed trans, the 4-cyl was
discontinued after Photo courtesy of ChildrenOfBodom. It was never officially 'badged' as the
highlander, the only place it actually says highlander is on the original window sticker. Most
people simply call these Sport 4runners. It is very common to find these with the e-locker
option, but not a guarantee. In , this package was additionally available in Millennium Silver. The
all new Toyota Highlander. Also, since these models are only offered in , they unfortunately did
not have the option of 5-speed, or e-locker. Photos courtesy of J. Colors: The limited was
available in a HUGE range of colors; many of them had a 2-tone color scheme as well. Lately,
many Limited owners have been having issues with the auto climate unit. Resource threads:
Climate Control - Your problems? Additional standard features on 4Runner SR5 models are
chrome bumpers and grille, dual color-keyed outside mirrors, rear window defogger, power
mirrors and door locks, digital clock, lighting package, tilt steering wheel, variable intermittent
windshield and fixed intermittent rear window wipers, privacy glass, dual rear cup holder and
spring back antenna. Almost all upgrade options were available for the base and SR5 models.
This includes the slender black SR5 fender flares and wider limited style flares, different types
of seats, wheels, interior trim, roof rack, etc.. Colors: The base and SR5 models were available
in just about every color Toyota offered. Resource: Toyota 4Runner History Here is a
comprehensive Color chart for all years: Chart courtesy of Toyota Reference. A Brochure.
Resource Thread: '99 Mid-Gen. Also upgraded on 4x4 models was Multi-mode transfer case that
was covered earlier. Also, again redesigned climate controls and a newer 5 spoke wheel design
was added. They had cup holders. Also one more right above those two for the cigarette lighter,
3 total up front. The lights are interchangeable between styles. Dependable and capable with
great off-road options. Lost the great off-road options, and replaced them with electronics. That
is where the best deals will be found. Beyond that? There are many craigslist search engines,
this is just the one I prefer. If the seller does not provide a carfax or similar report, there are
ways to get one as long as you have the VIN. Standard on Limited and sport models, and 4wd
SR5 models. Often referred to as the '5 spoke "Coke Bottle" wheel. Standard on limited and
sport models. Tune ups It is always a good idea to tune up a newly acquired used vehicle. If you
are seeing numbers below that, there are lots of things you can do to fix it! Check Engine
codes: The first step to addressing poor mileage is to make sure you dont have any parts that
you know are not working properly. Any codes that have anything to do with the intake, engine,
exhaust, and drivetrain can cause bad mileage. Its a trade secret among used auto dealers. The

reason for this is the EFI map that the vehicle has set to work with its past driver. When you
reset this map, the vehicle forgets how the old driver used to drive and learns how you drive. It
picks up on how you accelerate, how you cruise, etc and maps the fuel injection to follow. It
takes about 1 tank of gas for it to establish a new EFI map. Doing this will not always net an
MPG gain, but it will make the vehicle feel more peppy. Even if you don't reset the EFI relay, the
vehicle is always adjusting it's EFI map and will eventually get used to you, but resetting it is a
lot more effective. It is also smart to do this whenever you significantly change anything in the
drivetrain, such as a new filter, cleaning intake components, add cold air intake, bigger tires,
exhaust system, etc.. To do this, find the largest of the EFI relays in the fuse block on the
drivers side of the engine bay. With the battery still connected, remove this relay for 30 minutes
then re-install. A clogged air filter can cause significant power and efficiency losses. When you
go to decide which one to buy, do your research. Oiled vs Dry filters is the main point you want
to look at. This should be done every oil change. These components are known to collect some
gunk on them and not work as well as they should. Mainly the throttle body and the carbon it
attracts. You put seafoam in the crankcase a few hundred miles before an oil change. You also
use it in the gas tank and spray it into the intake plenum to clean the combustion side of the
engine. After a treatment, the engine is cleared of all of the carbon build-up on the internals of
the engine. Despite what the seafoam website says, this process is known to sometimes clear
out enough gunk to foul O2 sensors and spark plugs, so be prepared to replace those units. Do
seafoam treatment as on of the 1st steps in a tune up. Seafoam injection port The process is
accompanied by an entertaining cloud of smoke for a few mintues, youtube it. PCV Valves go
bad every 5 years or so. A bad one can cause a mpg loss. Replacing takes literally 5 minutes,
pull the old one from the top of the engine then use some pliers and remove the gromet.
Replace in reverse order and go. You should reset your EFI while doing this for best results.
The only plugs that work on the 3. Both sets are identical except for the NGK wires are blue on
the outside, adds a nice touch if you like that kind of flair. Here is a write-up on changing the
plugs: 4Runners. You want 5W Motor oil and a new filter. After k miles it gets pretty gunked up.
Don't make the truck work so hard to feed itself, replace that filter! When you use a device that
enables you to see average and instantaneous fuel mileage, you can increase fuel economy by
simply driving more efficiently. Average mileage is simply total distance driven divided by
gallons used. It all averages out though, so seeing instantaneous mileage and knowing how to
coast more and accelerate less will net higher average fuel economy. There are a few devices us
4runner guys use to monitor MPGs.. More info: Scangauge II vs. Ultra-Gauge: First impressions
, where did you mount your scangauge? New stuff. Recommended every few oil changes. Many
people think adding a throttle body spacer will increase power, well it doesn't. These come from
the days of Carburetors, where the spacer changed the dynamics of how the Carburetor
operated. Many people have dyno tested and found the spacers do absolutely nothing. You can
google many instances where this has been recorded. Many people think adding a performance
tuning chip will increase power and mileage, well it doesn't. Changing anything just takes away
from those things. Many drivers don't like the green color of the interior lights, that can be fixed.
You fill in the hole with a Marine Deckplate. When the cap to the Deckplate is on, it re-seals the
air box to stock conditions. When the cap is off, it opens the air box to allow air a more
unrestricted route to the intake. While performance gains are minimal at best, the intake sound
is slightly louder and the throttle response is quicker. Many users noticed slightly increase fuel
economy. This silences the intake noise and creates resistance for air flow in the intake system.
By removing the resonator and replacing it with a strait pipe, you decrease air flow resistance
and increase throttle response and intake efficiency even more. Intake noise is also increased
quite a bit. Many people find it to be too loud and annoying. But if that is what you want, go for
it. You also get faster throttle response and a very beefy throttle noise. A console swap is an
easy fix to this. A breather plug on the differential is necessary to accommodate changes in
pressure due to temperature and altitude. If, however, you were to drive through a river and get
water in the diff through the plug, that could be bad. So to avoid this you need to extend the
breather plug up higher on the vehicle. The front diff and transfer case already have extended
breathers from the factory, but for some reason the rear axle does not. To plasti-dip your
emblems, just mask off an area around the emblem, spray the whole area, then peel the paint off
from the body as it cuts off at the emblems and leaves them black. The general theory is that if
you cannot clear a given tire with stock suspension, you won't clear it with a lifted suspension
either. This is because the lifted suspension still moves and will still cycle through the range of
the stock suspension. Fitting 35" tires at any suspension height Here is a Tire size calculator to
determine how far off the speedometer will be with new tires. There are 2 different versions of
the TRD supercharger for the 3. You just had to buy one after you got the 4runner and the dealer
installed it. Both the 1st and 2nd gen superchargers are M62 superchargers made by Magnuson

and produce the exact same power increases. The only differences between them are
appearances and ease of maintenance. The first page I would recommend you read is this one:
TRD Supercharger Here, gadget who is a pioneer of TRD superchargers and performance
modifications explains what superchargers are, how they work, and the differences between the
2 generations. The 1st Generation TRD supercharger. Courtesy of Gadget. The 2nd aka 4th
Generation TRD supercharger. Basic specs: Gains with only supercharger no fuel mods Quote:.
Awesome guide, man! I bet a ton of people are gonna check this out and appreciate it a lot. Nice
work and very thourough. Can I be the first to say sticky! Member's Picture Albums. Good job
compiling all that information 4-Ripcord, older and newer members are sure gonna appreciate
the detailed contents of your hard work.. Thanks guys! I appreciate the kind words. I love
constructive criticism as well. So if you see somewhere that I could explain something better or
left something out, speak up please! Awesome thread, sticky for SURE! A must read for any
potential first-time buyers and a great all in one resource for everyone. One question though, is
the following a typo or I just can't understand it? It says all Limiteds have multi-mode transfer
cases. But then it says only with e-locker's have BOTH, why not 98's as well? I have a 98 4x4
Limited with e-locker, so very curious Yeah, ill fix that. Good eye and thanks. Too many
numbers to type, hah. Originally Posted by 4-Ripcord. By removing the resonator and replacing
it with a strait pipe, you decrease air flow resistance and increase throttle response and intake
noise even more. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now
is PM. All company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for
identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of Thread Tools. View Public
Profile. Visit 4-Ripcord's homepage! KellyJ Senior Member. Find More Posts by KellyJ.
SCRunner12 Senior Member. ChildrenOfBodom Moderator. Love it! Visit ChildrenOfBodom's
homepage! Find More Posts by blcktpgsr. Jeffkin Member. Join Date: Jan Posts: Find More
Posts by Jeffkin. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Buyer Guide!! First time 4Runner buyer. User
Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. A
question commonly asked in the Off-Roading 4Runner world or for 4Runners in general. We will
be comparing the pros and cons of every 4Runner Present. We will also be going over available
Off-Road upgrades for each model 1st-5th Gen and the benefits of each model. With the 22re 1st
Gen 4Runner, you will have a wide range of aftermarket parts as well, which we will get to soon.
They have no real support, body wise, though. So if rot begins to occur, you will have to find
another 1st Gen 4Runner for quarters and floors and other common rot areas. There is also not
a ton of options when it comes to the interior if your seats become ripped or destroyed. The 1st
Gen 4Runner is a solid all-around choice for an old-school look and feel that provides
unparalleled dependability on and Off-Road. If you find one of these, call us, we will more than
likely buy it out from under you. For the 1st Gen 4Runners, you can get bolt-on transmission
adaptors to easily install a chevy or a ford with ease for more power if you decide against the
stock engine on the 1st Gen 4Runners. Or, you can head down to your local Off-Road
performance shop and have something custom done. Just, try to find a Toyota shop, not a Jeep
shop. With a Toyota Specific Off-Road shop, they will care more about what they are doing more
than likely as opposed to another run of the mill Jeep shop. First released in August the 2nd
Gen 4Runner came with the 4cyl engine again along with the 6cyl, with your choice of a manual
or automatic transmission. This is the first generation of 4Runner where they introduced 4
doors. There was a two-door version available, but they are not too common to find anymore.
But, the 4-door version is common. The 2nd Gen 4Runner, now with the more common 3. This is
signature 4Runner. Now for the 2nd Gen 4Runner fun stuff. If you decide against the stock 22re
or your 3. You have steel plate and tube bumpers, skid plates, sliders and roll cage kits similar
to the 1st Gen 4Runner but you have more of a variety than the 1st Gen 4Runner. There are
many fabrication companies that make stunning products for the 2nd Gen 4Runner. First
released in August of the 3rd Gen 4Runner yet again had a whole new design along with a new
chassis including new driveline options. The new driveline options are the not so common 2.
The 3. And these were all factory brakes, no crazy upgrades. Just a good note to think about. An
absolute beauty of a 4Runner, though. With all my heart and soul, this is where Trail4Runner.
The 3rd Gen 4Runner has an optional supercharger for more power but without it, the 3. If you
destroy a quarter panel or smash a rocker while Off-Roading, you just need to have a parts shop
or dismantlers shop nearby. Same goes for the interior, aftermarket suppliers make plenty of
parts and custom fit products that can be swapped out or head over to your local parts shop or
dismantlers shop. The 3rd Gen 4Runner also comes in a few different models, which some
include a factory rear locker, which is great for offroading. In our opinion, the 3rd Gen 4Runner,
as of , is probably one of the go-to off-road 4Runners. This thing can be turned into a beast. The
3rd Gen has many creature comforts of a newer 4th Gen or 5th Gen 4Runer without the

headache of pinstripes, bumps, scrapes, and bruises. There are Straight-Axle swap kits, long
travel suspension kits, lift kits, skid plates, full undercarriage armor, roll cage kits, drawer
systems and more. There are steel plate and tube bumpers available from many fabrication
companies. On many fabrication websites, you will see a 3rd gen category specific set of mods.
There are LOTS of upgrades out there for the 3rd gen with many years of experience in the
fabrication. The 3rd Gen offers ARB and other lockers if your 3rd gen did not come with them
from the factory. Overall The 3rd gen 4Runner is where mainstream and mass-produced
aftermarket upgrades really started. The 4th Gen 4Runner has a new look yet again along with a
new redesigned chassis and driveline. The new driveline comes in two options like the previous
years but the 4cyl engine is now out of the picture completely. Instead of a 4cyl being the
smaller engine you now have the choice of a 4. The 4. With the addition of the 4. When you are
on a trail, the power comes in incredibly handy in almost every situation. For anyone that is
buying this generation 4Runner, automatic vs manual should not be a question. Unless you
want to do a transmission swap, you are stuck with automatic for your Off-Road adventures.
This for some is unthinkable while some of the newer 5th Gen folk may not even know what
manual is. To each their own. For offroad upgrades, the 4th Gen 4Runner is really similar to all
the upgrades the 3rd Gen 4Runner has available. The only difference is there are no longer roll
cage kits for sale as commonly as 1st, 2nd, and 3rd gens. With the newest generation 4Runner
comes a whole new look yet again and a new chassis. Instead of gaining a new driveline the 4.
With the exception of , there was a 2. As I can commonly put this, KDSS Kinetic Dynamic
Suspension System is a system of hydraulic lines that stabilize your 4Runner on-road and
senses when wheels drop or you have slippage off-road. We covered KDSS and really praised it.
The downfall is travel. The 5th Gen does not come off-road ready out of the gates. It comes
fire-road ready out of the gates. Odds are, if you are looking to prep the 5th Gen for off-road
mortal combat, you will need some work. If you really want to step things up with your 5th Gen,
you should consider an adjustable suspension system. If you decide on buying a 5th Gen
though, a stock SR5 can be heavily modified cheaper than buying one of the special models but
it depends on what you want. Although, the KDSS is superior on many levels when it comes to
on-road performance. There are also a few tricks to KDSS that make mods easier. No roll cage
kits are available yet again, commonly that is. So, the same type of upgrades with more variety.
My personal conclusion that is if you want something older but with more of a variety of
upgrades purchase a 3rd Gen 4Runner. Either route would be perfect for serious Off-Roading,
Fire-Roads or crawling your favorite mall. I hope whatever 4Runner you choose for Off-Roading
or a daily driver or a combination of both, that you have fun in it and enjoy it and stay safe. If
you want to see the best video on 4Runner history, check this video out! This was a pretty
special piece for us to put out. There are so many people who helped out to show each and
every generation 4Runner in their true beauty. We received over images for this post on
Instagram and selected the ones you see above. Thank you to everyone who contributed,
shared photos, and was cool enough to be cool about what we are doing here on Trail4R.
Comment below if we are missing anything and what you would recommend we add to any
section. Thank you, Everyone! The latest in new 4Runner parts, products and gear. You also get
a leg up on vendor specials, free gear, giveaway notifications, and more. Our newsletter is
pretty much the best thing you'll ever read! My first 4runner was a , SR5 V6 that sold me on
Toyota quality and reliability. No major repairs other than an alternator and regular maintenance
I sold it in , with , klm It was a great SUV. When the 4th generation was available, I jumped at the
chance to purchase a Limited V8, that I still own and drive daily today. After almost 18 years of
ownership, the odometer is at , klm , miles and I still enjoy driving it, like the first day I bought it.
I have a 4Runner and like it very much. You left out that the 5th generation does not have a full
time hi speed highway 4 wheel drive system like the 4th. I love my Toyota 4Runner SR5. New
2nd Gen owner. Looking forward to rebuilding the front suspension and swapping out the
gutless 3. That engine did not debut until the 2nd gen 4runner. Am I missing something here or
am I mistaken? The last year of the 1st Gen 4R is an 89 which saw the first 3. So yes, the 1st gen
4R does come with a 3. I believe they were introduced in 87 or Last year I got my 3rd 4R. My 1st
was a 4Gen 06 , 2nd was a 5th 11 and now a Each was better than the last and all have been
great. They are great for work, play and carting around rescued Akitas! Really enjoyed the read.
Hey there. This article was a joy to read. I will note that you missed one not-so-small thing about
4th Gen reliability. It causes oil to leak into cylinder 6 and cause a misfire. If left untreated, the
failed head gasket will eventually cause the engine to hydrolock. Can I just ask 1 question, I
have the 3rd gen 4runner. Perfect offroad car, fully capable and equipped with the rear and front
lockers. Front IFS suspension. Not straight axel. Yes, having issue with having not enough
power to the engine. However I love it!!! Always liked the look of the 4th gen 4runner, wanted to
move on. As I have done some research, I realized that it does not have rear locker, and traction

system is a little different on those, and a little suck in the snow. First was a 2nd Gen and I can
attest to the comment about the head gasket issues as mine went without any warning. Loved
that truck though. Now I have a 4th Gen with the V8. Our maiden adventure to Yellowstone was
excellent. Our next adventure, Lord Willing is to Moab and exploring the back country. We have
been there before but not with a 4Runner. I really enjoyed this read, but I have to be honest. The
fifth gen just never really met what I was looking for. Though I do have to say that the third gen
is an absolute beast when it comes to off roading. It was the easiest for me to work on, but then
again I have been driving it forever now so. We enjoyed all of them but the is the best in my
opinion. Our maiden drive was Yellowstone and it got 23mpg at feet. We covered 5 States in ten
days and just marveled at the smooth systems of the 4Runner. This is an awesome articals!
Just got my first 4th gen 4Runner with less than K. V8 limited solid!!!!! Love it so far. Looking
forward to upgrade with love!!!!!!! Woot woot! Sounds like a lot of fun destinations and off-road
expeditions are in your future. Congrats on the new addition, Shane! Is there significal
differences depending on stock versions came out of dealer? How much Its value? Thank u a
lot. Great article with tons of information!! Thank you so much for putting this info together in
one article. Thanks a bunch! The 4th gen is my favorite. It has a leaking rear passenger side seal
and I never upgraded the brakes, really should have the Tundra brake upgrade done on it.. What
lift, tire, wheel combo is that on the second gen 4Runner? The stance is so perfect. KB, wait,
you have owned 5 4Runners? I owned a SR5 and put a few miles on it. I would start at
depending on your budget and the deals you come across. The sport edition would probably be
my favorite looking 4Runner. Some have 4wd, and some have 4wd with locker. Awesome
article! Thanks a million. I love it, strong 4. I dig the 3rd Gen. KB, Awesome. Glad to hear it.
Features and benefits of both for sure but god damn is a Toyota dependable. If you ever have
any questions, let me know. I think that a really necessary mod for the 3rd gen 4Runner is the
swap for a Tundra front brake set mm. Make the truck a new experience. Brian, Yeah, I
remember that about my 3rd gen, the brakes sucked. I replaced those brakes more times than I
could count! They do not come with Bilstein shocks. They have the same shocks as the SR5s
do. This is really awesome! For a human being like me from the other dimension, who is new to
this, it is really a source of knowledge and ideas on where to and what to do. This will be my
light in my 5thGen 4R. Ian, Awesome, glad you like it. Hopefully, the blog finds you well. Thank
you for the 4Runner love! Wow super in depth breakdown of each 4Runner generation! Very
interesting to see the evolution of one of the best off roaring vehicles ever! Jeff, The evolution
of the 4Runner has been crazy and one wild ride to say the least. Thanks, brother!! Great read
guys. Thanks a lot for taking time to create this accurate and informative article. Instagram:
numbersandstuff Cheers. Daniel, Super appreciate it, man. It took quite a while to create this
overview on 4Runner and just the overall history of 4Runners in general. Thank you! This article
is so helpful if your looking to buy a 4runner or just interested in making yours better. I used to
have a 3rd gen and I will always love that simple body style that Toyota made, but the new ones
are pretty dang sexy. Love these photos too! Breana, Thank you! Yeah for sure, the 3rd Ge
4Runner is so hot. It really has to be THE best 4Runner in history. I will always love the 3rd
genearations. Look incredible. Easily tricked out, but the 5th generations are my favorite at this
point. Super sleek and look you can make them look mean! Toby, Thanks, man. Yeah, I agree.
Cheers, Toby! This article about which 4Runner to buy is super helpful! Great read, and great
photography. Thx for sharing. The 4 door 2nd Gen 4Runner was released every year , so we will
focus on these years. The 3rd Gen 4Runner did keep the rear hatch with roll down window like
the 2nd Gen 4Runner. For the 3rd Gen 4Runner, there are tons of aftermarket upgrades for
offroading. Love the 4Runner Lifestyle? I like Toyota's, exploring remote locations, taking
photos, cooking, camping, wheeling, and a good bowl of ramen If you have any questions or
comments, please Notify of. Inline Feedbacks. Ryan Leff. February 17, am. I still drive my limited
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bumpers on the May 23, am. Yeah Brenan. For the 3rd Gen, in your opinion which is the best
year? Thx KB. My dad just got number 8 4Runner. And every Generation now. We just got the
TRD pro. May 22, am. Your article sealed it for me. Thank you. March 21, pm. March 13, am.
Which year do you think is the best? February 11, am. April 11, pm. October 28, am. Kyle,

Thanks. Got those mixed up. Thanks for catching that!! October 27, am. Thank you for these.!
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